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General Comment 

I'm of an age to rem:ember what a grade of sub standard idiots you were and are in these matters.Your 
colleagues in the frosty banana republic to the north of you are the same grade and always have being.My 
mother was on to them and you. 
I have being watching the rad counts(only Gamma are available,the Beta emitter records have being"Scott 
Pruitted").The Colorado spring cumulative s (with spike times)and prevailing westerly wind rose-indicate that 
you have already converted a large hunk of the South West to a- national sacrifice. Someones have gone very 
cheap on the kitty litter,which as we all know was predictably about as effective as the ice walls. 
My skin in the game with everyone and thing else is of course-that the zones spread and expand. This is easily 
demonstrated despite over 6 decades of Officially Convenient Lies(A branch of the State Department?In 
canaduh its a separate"ministry"called the PMO.) As well! live downwind of Hanford Wa-so I'm used to 
keeping an eye on these things. · 
I recall with amusement the snorts of alarmed derision and disbelief that very mage and competent Dam 
building engineers gave when the steel pans you were building to contain Hanford plutonium were designed 
and built-They lasted about as long as these fellows estimated if my childhood recall is accurate. 
You don't need to give approval for these relaxed regs on fuel assembly "tests" and operation standards. 
You need to shut these abortions down Now(as in yesterday). 
Thorium and Neutron beams? We all know though you Never mention it this still leaves the re emmiting 
irradiated Iron(steel) scrap and Vital Soil Mineral. And does when circumzied Nazis' give' test detonations to 
potential bomb customers of "clean warheads" which no testing is done for afterwards . 

. This prized market too- needs to be Killed(Yesterday) -So stop Fuqueing the dog and get on it-Before the 
meeting of the Solar Temple Club please. 

· As we both know-when those clowns get thru with the unacceptably sloppy handling of propi;ine cylinders
The isreali "security" (blackmail-see:TEPCO)contractors who show up to hide the mess and take over the 
country that hires them-don't stop at the Nuclear plants. · 
Yes giving these more wiggle room is the thing you would want to do. 
Should You? That was answered already-if you didn't see it,you are not qualified to have a say in these 
matters. 



Kill this and Kill the tapeworm that feeds off it. 
Todd Millions 
bx712Eastend SK Canada sOnOtO 




